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Abstract: Molecular imaging is the determination of the spatial location and concentration of specific molecules in
a sample of interest. Sophisticated modern magnetic resonance imaging machines can collect NMR spectra from
small-volume elements within a sample, enabling local
chemical analysis. However, abundant water and fat signals
limit detection of metabolites to near mm concentrations.
Alternatively, targeted relaxation contrast agents enhance
the relaxation of the strong water signal where they bind. A
comparison of images with and without a contrast agent
shows the target distribution, but high mm concentrations

are needed. We have developed an approach that exploits
the strong signals of hyperpolarized 129Xe (an inert reporter
introduced for imaging). The imaging contrast agents are
composed of a biological recognition motif to localize the
agent (antibodies or aptamers) and covalently tethered cryptophane cages. Xenon binds to the cryptophane and though
chemical exchange saturation transfer creates contrast in
a xenon image. Imaging agents can deliver many cages per
target, giving detection limits in the pm concentration
range. The evolution and principles of this approach are described herein.
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1 Introduction

2 Physical Properties of Xenon

Although proton-based magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI) provides a powerful modality for clinical imaging
with excellent spatial resolution, it is not well suited to
imaging void spaces (i.e., the lungs), low-abundance molecular markers of disease, or environments where unique
proton spin densities are low. To address this limitation,
hyperpolarized (hp) xenon-based NMR spectroscopy and
MRI have emerged as attractive alternatives. Early studies probed xenon adsorbed to surfaces, which required
hyperpolarization for sensitivity.[1] The first biological application, pulmonary void-space imaging, came in 1994 by
Albert et al., who used xenon to image a mouse lung.[2]
Subsequently, there have been many examples of xenonbased imaging of the lung, brain, and other tissues in
both mice and humans.[3–8] Although these examples established the clinical relevance of xenon, there were still
challenges associated with delivering xenon to specific locations of interest; a prerequisite for targeted molecular
imaging applications. Herein, we discuss the advantages
of employing xenon for molecular imaging by first describing its unique physical properties and then describing
a general strategy for use in detecting specific targets of
interest.

Xenon is a chemically inert noble gas with two NMRactive isotopes: 129Xe and 131Xe. The focus herein will be
on 129Xe, the spin 1/2 isotope, which is both highly abundant (26.4 % natural abundance)[9] and possesses several
advantageous physical properties that make it a unique
candidate for molecular imaging.[10,11]
First, xenon is soluble in many solvents, including nonpolar organic solvents, such as hexanes and benzene, as
well as polar aqueous solvents, including water, aqueous
buffers, and blood plasma.[12,13] Thus, xenon will uniquely
partition between blood and tissue; a feature that can be
utilized for specific imaging applications.[2,5,6,15] Typically
the NMR spectroscopy or MRI experiments use a 2 %
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xenon gas mixture at 70–85 psi pressure in an aqueous
buffer. Under these conditions, the dissolved xenon concentration is approximately 500 mm at 25 8C and 350 mm at
37 8C (using an Ostwald solubility coefficient of 0.11 at
25 8C and 0.083 at 37 8C for xenon in water).[12,13,14,15]
A major advantage of xenon is its ability to respond to
very subtle changes in its local environment. Xenon possesses a large and highly polarizable electron cloud,
which translates into a large chemical shift range that is
sensitive to the local electronic and magnetic environment.[16] Unlike protons, which have a total chemical shift
range of approximately 15 ppm, xenon exhibits a range of
approximately 250 ppm, even without forming chemical

bonds. It can therefore display very distinct and well-resolved chemical shifts, depending upon the solvent in
which it is dissolved, or even through noncovalent association with small molecules and proteins (see Figure 1 for
examples). This attribute allows for the potential to observe multiple xenon interactions at once. Additionally,
129
Xe NMR spectra are typically less complex than those
from 1H or 13C NMR spectroscopy, usually showing only
a few, easily interpretable signals.
Finally, 129Xe is amenable to hyperpolarization; a technique that artificially modulates the spin population distribution into a nonequilibrium state.[10,17] Through a twostep process called spin-exchange optical pumping, polari-
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Figure 1. The chemical shift of xenon is extremely sensitive to its local environment. Examples of chemical shift values for xenon are
shown in different molecular environments, including solvents, biomolecules, and synthetic molecules (e.g., cryptophane A (CryA), highlighted in red). Chemical shifts are reported referenced to xenon gas extrapolated to zero density (the 2 % xenon mix generally used approximates this quite closely).

zation can be transferred from a strongly polarized alkali
metal to 129Xe nuclei.[18,19] In its hp state, the 129Xe NMR
signal can be increased by more than 10000-fold.[16,18,20]
Consequently, even low concentrations of dissolved
xenon can produce NMR signals comparable to that of
water protons (which have a concentration of 110 m).
Xenon has the additional advantage that there is no natural xenon in samples, reducing issues of background signals and dynamic range.
These favorable properties of xenon have already led
to many in vivo imaging studies, demonstrating the biocompatibility of xenon-based MRI.[2–6] For example, hp
129
Xe gas was used to image the mouse lung,[2,21] the alveolar surface area in human lungs,[3] and the human
chest.[4] In addition to lung imaging, tissue perfusion studies have been performed to image the rat brain[22] and the
human head and brain.[4] Polarized xenon has been injected into rat tissue for rapid and localized delivery.[23] Additionally, compared with paramagnetic metals currently
used as contrast agents for proton-based MRI (e.g., gadolinium), xenon has considerably lower in vivo toxicity.[24]
These characteristics position xenon as a powerful
agent for MRI, which is sensitive to its local environment.
However, unlike proton MRI, which utilizes endogenous
protons in water or fat for generating images, xenon must
be introduced into biological environments. After introduction to a biological system, xenon will nonspecifically
partition itself into various local environments according
to the strength of the interaction.[15] To utilize xenon MRI
to detect specific molecules of interest, it has been necessary to develop xenon-interacting host molecules that
can bind xenon and report on the presence of target molecules of interest and which can also be used to enhance
detection of those target molecules. The development and
use of such adaptor molecules are the focus of this
review.
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3 Detection of Xenon with Cryptophane A
Xenon can nonspecifically interact with biomolecules, including proteins and lipids, and this produces several
xenon signals that occur over a modest chemical shift
range when xenon is introduced into complex biological
systems (cells or organisms). While this can provide some
information about local composition, the xenon exchanges among many microenvironments and hence does not
report specifically on the presence of any particular
target of interest. To achieve specificity, adaptor molecules that bind xenon and also a target of interest are
necessary to achieve targeted molecular imaging.[25,26]
Due to xenons nonpolar character, a number of molecules with hydrophobic cavities have been investigated as
xenon-binding hosts, including cyclodextrins, calixarenes,
porous materials, hemicarcerands (including cryptophanes), and proteins.[20,25] Of these, the best-studied molecules, with respect to xenon binding, are the cryptophanes.
Cryptophanes are small, hydrophobic, cage-like molecules developed in the early 1980s by Collet and co-workers.[27,28] They consist of two cyclotriveratrylene caps and
three linkers holding the caps together. A variety of cryptophane derivatives with unique xenon-binding properties
have been synthesized by varying substitutions on the cyclotriveratrylene caps or the length of the linkers connecting the caps together.[28,29] Of these, cryptophane-A
(CryA), which consists of methoxy-functionalized cyclotriveratrylene caps connected through three ethyl linkers,
was the first of the cryptophane family of molecules to be
used as a xenon-binding host for NMR spectroscopy studies (Figure 2A).[30,31] With a xenon binding affinity of approximately 4000 m 1 (in organic solvent)[32] and a residence time in the millisecond range (30–300 ms in aqueous solution),[32,33] CryA provides substantial xenon complexation and near-optimal exchange kinetics for NMR
spectroscopy measurements.
CryA molecular cages are excellent hosts for NMR
spectroscopy studies because they minimally relax xenon,
while giving rise to a unique chemical shift that is well re-
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Figure 2. Direct detection of xenon through complexation with CryA molecular cages. A) The chemical structure of CryA and a schematic
depiction of how it interacts with a pool of hp 129Xe nuclei (depicted in green). The chemical shift of 129Xe changes to approximately
60 ppm after complexation with CryA (Xe@CryA) in water. After approximately 30 ms (at room temperature), xenon will exchange with the
bulk pool of free xenon in solution (i.e., Xe@water). B) A theoretical 129Xe NMR spectrum of hp 129Xe and CryA in water reveals two signals:
one from xenon dissolved in water (Xe@water, at approximately 191 ppm) and the other from xenon bound to CryA (Xe@CryA, at approximately 60 ppm), both with reference to xenon gas (at 0 ppm). Due to the low concentration of xenon atoms in CryA, the Xe@water peak is
typically much more intense than the Xe@CryA peak.

solved from that of free xenon in solution (i.e., Xe@water). Due to the highly sensitive chemical shift response
of 129Xe to its local environment, two distinct resonance
frequencies representing the Xe@CryA and Xe@water
pools can be individually detected at approximately 60
and 190 ppm downfield from the 129Xe gas chemical shift
(0 ppm), respectively (Figure 2B). It should be pointed
out, however, that under typical conditions for NMR
spectroscopy studies only a small fraction of dissolved
xenon is associated with CryA in solution, since the CryA
concentrations are low.[33–35] With high micromolar concentrations of CryA and moderate hyperpolarization of
xenon, signals can be detected rapidly, but long acquisition times due to signal averaging are required to observe
the Xe@CryA signal at lower concentrations, such as
those of many targets of interest. However, high concentrations of CryA or long signal averaging are not ideal for
molecular imaging applications.[35,36] An alternative
method for detection, with improved sensitivity, is based
on chemical exchange between the difficult to detect
Isr. J. Chem. 2014, 54, 104 – 112

CryA-encapsulated xenon pool (i.e., Xe@CryA) and the
easy to detect pool of free xenon in solution (i.e., Xe@water).

4 Indirect Detection of Xenon by hyperCEST
The increased sensitivity of xenon detection gained
through hyperpolarization alone is insufficient to achieve
the subnanomolar threshold necessary for molecular
imaging applications with biological targets. One strategy
to overcome this limitation is to amplify the weak signal
intensity of the Xe@CryA pool by exploiting the temporary residence of xenon encapsulated in the CryA.[37]
Xenon atoms bound by CryA are in continuous exchange with the more abundant pool of dissolved xenon
nuclei that are present in the surrounding aqueous environment (Figure 2A).[33,37] Interestingly, although xenon
binding is fairly weak, the exchange is slow on the chemical shift timescale, but sufficiently fast that many ex-
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Figure 3. Sensitivity-enhanced detection of xenon using hyperCEST. A) A schematic representation of how hp 129Xe (depicted in green) can
be selectively depolarized (depicted in orange) when bound by CryA by applying frequency-selective RF pulses (i.e., saturation pulse). Following chemical exchange with free hp 129Xe (green) from the bulk pool of xenon in solution, over time there will be an accumulation of
depolarized 129Xe (orange). After several cycles of selective saturation, by measuring the difference between the initial and final bulk magnetization, an indirect, but sensitive, measurement of Xe@CryA is possible. B) A schematic representation of how to measure hyperCEST
contrast. HyperCEST experiments require two acquisitions to verify that a source of contrast is from CryA-encapsulated xenon: an on-resonance saturation pulse at the Xe@CryA frequency and an off-resonance pulse at a frequency equal to the separation between the Xe@water and Xe@CryA signal, but on the opposite side of the Xe@water signal. By measuring the Xe@water signal after each saturation pulse,
any difference between the off- and on-resonance Xe@water signals corresponds to the presence of a Xe@CryA spin pool.

change events occur on the timescale of NMR relaxation.
This property, in combination with the very distinct chemical shifts representing the Xe@CryA and Xe@water
pools, serves as the basis of an indirect detection scheme
through chemical exchange saturation transfer (CEST).[38]
Specifically, the small Xe@CryA spin pool is saturated
(i.e., depolarized) by frequency-selective radiofrequency
(RF) pulses, and then these saturated spins transfer back
to the bulk xenon spin pool through chemical exchange
(Figure 3A). By applying RF pulses at the Xe@CryA
chemical shift for a period that is long relative to the
mean xenon residence time inside CryA (the inverse of
the dissociation rate and greater than about 30 or 5 ms at
25 and 37 8C, respectively), the CEST mechanism allows
Isr. J. Chem. 2014, 54, 104 – 112

a single CryA cage to saturate the magnetization (i.e., depolarize) of hundreds of Xe@water nuclei. Consequently,
as the depolarized Xe@CryA nuclei exchange back into
the bulk xenon spin pool, the intensity of the Xe@water
peak will diminish. This provides a mechanism through
which the RF pulses at the Xe@CryA frequency generate
contrast in the Xe@water image, which can be detected
much more rapidly than a direct Xe@CryA image.
The integration of CEST with hp 129Xe, termed hyperCEST, was developed in 2006.[39] The complementarity of
hyperpolarization and CEST arises from the fact that the
bulk spin pool is typically made up of a low concentration
of highly polarized 129Xe spins as opposed to a high concentration of weakly polarized 1H spins (for proton-based
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CEST). Consequently, each xenon biosensor only has to
saturate a modest number of Xe@water spins to elicit significant contrast. Furthermore, to minimize relaxationbased contrast loss, the hyperCEST detection scheme can
be employed quickly relative to the long T1 relaxation
times of 129Xe (approximately 4 to 10 s in oxygenated
blood at 1.5 T, and 60 s in aqueous solvents at 4.7 T).[40,41]
Performing hyperCEST measurements is relatively
straightforward. Following delivery of hp 129Xe to the
sample,[34,35] two alternating RF saturation pulses are applied, one at the Xe@CryA frequency and the other offresonance at a frequency equal to the separation between
the Xe@water and Xe@CryA signal, but on the opposite
side of the Xe@water signal (to control any off-resonance
effects, see Figure 3B). After each saturation pulse is applied, the Xe@water signal is recorded and then the difference between the off- and on-resonance Xe@water signals is calculated; any differences between the two signals
reports directly on the presence of a Xe@CryA pool. To
generate a saturation response profile (effectively a spectrum of the species being saturated), this process is repeated using different on-resonance saturation pulses
(and their corresponding off-resonance pulses) and the
change in the Xe@water signal is recorded as a function
of the offset frequency of the RF saturation pulses applied. The presence of xenon populations exchanging
with Xe@water appear as a negative peak, indicating saturation (Figure 4). For an aqueous solution containing
CryA, a region of saturation centered at 60 ppm is expected. Impressively, the hyperCEST method improved
the detection sensitivity of CryA-encapsulated xenon into
the submicromolar to nanomolar range, without the need
for long acquisition times.[39,42]

Figure 4. The hyperCEST response can be plotted as a saturation
response profile. An illustration of a theoretical saturation response
profile, also known as a Z-spectrum, for a solution of hp 129Xe and
CryA in water. Using the hyperCEST detection method, the presence of a xenon signal at a particular frequency (i.e., Xe@water or
Xe@CryA) results in a negative signal, indicating saturation at that
frequency.

Isr. J. Chem. 2014, 54, 104 – 112

5 Xenon Biosensors
A family of imaging agents that leverage xenons unique
physical properties and detection methods, generally
called xenon biosensors, were developed for both targeted imaging and biological sensing applications.[33,37] They
consist of a xenon-binding host molecule, CryA, attached
to one or more biomolecules, including targeting groups
for localization or substrate molecules for sensing.[43] The
first demonstration of this idea was with a biotinylated
CryA construct (CryA Biotin in Figure 5) that employed
a peptide linker for aqueous solubility. Interestingly, upon
binding to its target substrate, streptavidin, several 129Xe
signals appeared in the region of the Xe@CryA chemical
shift, demonstrating xenons ability to simultaneously
sense free CryA Biotin and streptavidin-bound CryA
(Figures 5B and C).[33,37] Next, several peptide-based biotinylated xenon biosensors were developed to explore the
relationship between the molecular composition of a biosensor and the characteristics of its protein-bound resonances.[35,39,44] This work not only helped improve the detection of xenon biosensors, but also established their
compatibility with biomolecules. Subsequently, xenon biosensors were used in a number of sensing applications, including the detection of DNA hybridization,[45] enzymatic
cleavage by matrix metalloproteinase,[46] ligand binding to
human carbonic anhydrase[47] and an a2bb3 integrin,[48] and
peptide complex formation with a major histocompatibility complex protein.[49]
The next major milestone for xenon biosensors was
achieved when Dmochowski and co-workers established
their cellular compatibility.[48,50] Although 129Xe NMR experiments could not be performed directly with cells due
to low signal sensitivity, they demonstrated cell viability
after peptide-mediated uptake of crytophanes using CryA
conjugated to a cell-penetrating peptide. More recently,
Berthault and co-workers performed 129Xe NMR measurements in the presence of live cells after targeting them
with micromolar concentrations of a transferrin-functionalized biosensor.[51] That study detected biosensor binding
to cells by directly measuring the Xe@CryA signal. One
limitation of that approach, however, is the combination
of an insensitive, direct-detection method with a biosensor
displaying low binding specificity. Accordingly, to transition xenon biosensors into targeted molecular MRI contrast agents, biosensors with high specificity and high detection sensitivity at subnanomolar concentrations are
necessary.

6 Signal Amplification through Scaffolding on
Viral Nanoparticles
One way to improve xenon detection sensitivity beyond
that achievable with the hyperCEST method alone, and
to capitalize on the targeting capability of xenon biosen-
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Figure 5. Xenon biosensors are targetable, sensitive, and responsive MRI contrast agents. A) The chemical structure of the first xenon biosensor (CryA Biotin), which contained CryA, a positively charged peptide for water solubility, a polyethylene glycol linker, and a biotin
group for targeting. B) Cartoons of a xenon biosensor (1), a biosensor bound to its target (2), and a multivalent biosensor bound to its
target (3). C) The theoretical saturation response profiles are shown for each biosensor illustrated in B). While the signal for the biosensor
alone (1) appears at a region of saturation centered at 60 ppm, after binding its target there is a slight, but resolvable frequency shift (2). A
multivalent biosensor, which contains multiple CryA cages, can be employed to increase the signal sensitivity of the target-bound biosensor (3).

sors, is to turn to multivalent systems. A concept initially
applied to both gadolinium- and CEST-based contrast
agents for 1H-based MRI,[52–60] by increasing the payload
Isr. J. Chem. 2014, 54, 104 – 112

of CryA cages per biosensor molecule, a multivalent approach will enable an increased local concentration of
CryA cages at the site of biosensor binding. Accordingly,
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low concentrations of biosensor will correlate with much
higher concentrations of CryA cages, allowing for improved detection sensitivity (Figures 5B and C, number
3).
This scaffolding concept was first demonstrated for
xenon biosensors using branched dendrimers.[61] However,
these polyamidoamine (PAMAM) dendrimers could only
encapsulate a few CryA cages though electrostatic interactions. The low number of noncovalently bound CryA
cages left room for improvement. Subsequently, both
spherical and rod-like viral capsids have been used to
construct targetable biosensors, where the addition of
hundreds of CryA cages onto a single biomolecule resulted in constructs that were detectable by hyperCEST at
subpicomolar concentrations.[62,63] Most recently, the targeting capabilities of antibodies have been combined with
the multivalent scaffolding potential of the viral capsids
to generate xenon biosensors that can differentiate between healthy and cancerous cell types for live-cell imaging with 129Xe NMR spectroscopy.[64] Further improvements in the cryptophane cages (e.g., altering linkers between the aromatic caps) may further improve the hyperCEST signals and detection sensitivity. Reviews of
some developments have been published recently.[43,65]

7 Summary and Outlook
Chemical approaches have enabled tremendous growth in
molecular imaging. In the case of 129Xe MRI, the combination of CryA cages combined with targeting agents to
make biosensors has resulted in many successful molecular imaging and biological sensing applications. In the
future, it will be exciting to apply these tools towards
problems at the interface of human health and disease. In
particular, many disease states are not characterized by
a single biomarker, but rather a specific combination of
many biomarkers. Accordingly, simultaneously visualizing
multiple biomarkers in vivo would represent a significant
achievement. Xenons ability to respond to very subtle
changes in its local environment coupled with its large
chemical shift potential make it well suited for such applications.
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